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Dorsef bass angler and BASS member I"Iatt Spence chews over thelssue of the current

minimum 36cm size limit of bass, He says it's too low - to ensure the survival of the species,
he says, it should be raised to 49cm

position myboatat
thefootof atowering
Dorsetcliff, ouer
ground riddledwith
bould€rs, gullies and,

if past elqerience is anyrthing
togo by, hungrybass.

lfs an area I have allto myself, as

larger craft cannot fish such places

without fear of holing their vessels, and
shore anglers cannot get here without
abseiling equipment. For the bass it's
the'structure'to hold their prey, and
here a lack of angling and commercial
pressure allows to them to thrive.

Taking my 7ft spinning rod from its rod
holder lfire my surface plug through the
dawn airto the end of a long gulley. A
twitching retrieve of the booby-trapped
plastic on the end of my line imparts
a seductive movement as it zigzags
erratically on the surface.

Its journey back to my inflatable is

suddenly interrupted as the sea around
the plug explodes and my line tightens,
Despite having caught many previous
fish 'off the top' over the past L0 years,
my heart still cartwheels every time I

experience a take using this method -
surely the most visually impressive and
exciting in saltwater angling.

The hooked bass, although spirited
in its fight, is no monster and soon I

am admiring a fish of Llb 8oz gleaming
in the early morning light. I remove a
couple of scales and measure its length
for some ongoing research into bass

by B.A.S.S. (the scales will

grow back but the data will be of use for
years to come). Finally I release my prize

back into the dark water.
At 40cm the scientific evidence

shows this creature will not yet have
reproduced, given the minimum size for
first-time spawning is 42cm,

Yet the crazy truth is that this fish
could have been legally retained since
it was 36cm long, the current minimum
landing size (MLS).

lfs madness to permit a species to
be exploited before it even reaches
a size at which it can spawn the next
generation, especially given the
fishing pressure on bass stocks from
commercial fi shermen. lt's therefore not
surprising so many anglers have seen
a steady fall in numbers of bass they
catch above the minimum spawning
size in recent years.

Despite these depressing facts,
there is genuine hope for a change
through the new lnshore Fisheries
& Conservation Authorities (l FCAs).

They are tasked with the sustainable
management of inshore fishery
resources in their local areas, and have
the powers to make byelaws within
their region to support their aims,

ln the Southern IFCA, which includes
Dorset, B.A.S.S. is seeking to get the
MLS raised to 48cm, a figure that
represents the minimum spawning size
plus one f ufther yea/s growth.

I heard one angler comment that the
general angling community wouldn't
be too pleased to know they couldn't
take home, say, a 45cm bass, it being a

reasonably rare prizefor most.

Bass of this size
should always
be putbackto
ensurethefuture
of the species

To me, however, policies that
place the well-being of the stock
before the interests of those
that wish to harvest them are in
everyone's long-term i nterest.

lf the MLS remains unchanged,
however, and the bass are not given
a realistic chance of reproducing, fish
like this will become even more rare.
l'm sure most anglers who care about
the future of their bass fishing will
come to see that a raised MLS will
benefit the bass and theirfishing.

My boat has now drifted further
along the rock face yet it's still
positioned beside some prime bass
holding ground. I cast again, hoping
maybe the next one I hook will be
a big old female lucky enough to
have avoided the nets and to have
spawned numerous times.

Like all anglers, I can but dream! 5I
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